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This paper describes a new panoramic, 360º video system and its use in a real application for virtual tourism. The
development of this system has required to design new hardware for multi-camera recording, and software for video
processing in order to elaborate the panorama frames and to playback the resulting high resolution video footage on a
regular PC. The system makes use of new VR display hardware, such as WindowVR, in order to make the view
dependent on the viewer’s spatial orientation and so enhance immersiveness. There are very few examples of similar
technologies and the existing ones are extremely expensive and/or impossible to be implemented on personal computers
with acceptable quality. The idea of the system starts from the concept of “panorama picture”, developed in technologies
such as QuickTimeVR. This idea is extended to the concept of  “panorama frame” that leads to “panorama video”.
However, many problems are to be solved to implement this simple scheme. Data acquisition involves simultaneously
footage recording in every direction, and latter processing to convert every set of frames in a single high resolution
panorama frame. Since there is no common hardware capable of 4096x512 video playback at 25 fps rate, it must be
stripped in smaller pieces which the system must manage to get the right frames of the right parts as the user movement
demands it. As the system must be immersive, the physical interface to watch the 360º video is a WindowVR, that is, a
flat screen with an orientation tracker that the user holds in his hands, moving it like if it were a virtual window through
which the city and its activity is being shown.

.H\ZRUGV��multimedia, video, panorama, virtual reality, real-time.
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During the late 90’s, technology concerning panoramic image generation, that is, images that completely surround the
observer in all directions, was extensively developed [2][3]. The main application of these type of images lies in the
multimedia field, where we frequently find examples in the WWW. However, little advance has been made in the
extension of this technology towards the creation of panoramic images in movement.

The few actually existing systems for applications of this kind are characterized for their very high cost and/or very low
resolution. When we started to work on this project there were no existing systems capable of displaying 360º video with
a quality and refresh rate similar to those required in broadcasting.

In addition, the recent apparition of hardware such as Virtual Research WindowVR [12] enabled us to create the ideal
interface for final users to playback a video of these characteristics by rotating and observing the video that appears at
each moment in any direction he or she wants.

However, a system that is able to display a 360º video must solve the problems that appear in each of the stages of the
video generation. It must be composed of a recording and storing subsystem, a processing or postproduction system and
a playback subsystem. VideaVR is an example of how to accomplish the objectives corresponding to each stage,
combining to make up a complete 360º immersive video system.
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Our aim was to create an immersive video system with a 360º horizontal coverage. The system should adopt the
following characteristics:

• Be user-friendly: it should be easily used, in an immediate way, regardless of the user’s age or condition and
without need of any previous knowledge or specific training. The interface should be simple, comfortable to use,
quick, easy and intuitive.

• The recording system would be transported to all the places to be filmed, so it should be as light and portable as
possible.

• The images of the virtual environment should be of a very high quality, for viewing on a screen of an acceptable
size (17’’ or over, with a minimum resolution of 1024x768 pixels and 24 bits of colour).

• The virtual environment reproduced must be dynamic, representing the movement of the scene. Refresh rate should
not be under 20 fps.

• The system’s response time must be practically immediate (<50ms) to give the user an adequate sensation of
immersion.

• The final implementation of the visualization system should have a low cost. For this reason, work was focused on
the PC platform.
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4XLFN7LPH� 95 [2] is the most extended panoramic visualization system actually used. It is based on cylindrical
panoramic VWDWLF images of 360º, in which the viewer can direct the orientation of the camera towards any part of the
panorama and zoom in or out of the different areas he or she is interested in. Another commercial product of similar
characteristics is 6XUURXQG�9LGHR�, [11]. The use of this system, as with 4XLFN7LPH� 95, is widely extended in Internet.

All these systems share a series of limitations: they can only support cylindrical panoramas, they do not manage video
panoramas and the resolution of images they work with is usually very low.

In any case, the concept of “panoramic image” can be extended to “panoramic frame”. However, this direct extension of
the idea involves solving several challenging problems before it can be implemented. First of all, traditional panoramic
images are obtained by taking a series of photographs around a turning point, in all the directions of the different
viewpoints. These photographs can correspond to slightly different moments, separated by the time the photographer
needs to rotate the camera around the centre of projection. All these images are taken by the same camera.

However, the idea of panoramic frame implies that all the images that will compose the final panorama should
correspond to the exact, same instant in time. For this reason, each needs to be taken by an independent camera or
otherwise, the camera should be able to capture the whole 360º surrounding the observer. Each one of these systems has
its advantages and limits. Further on we will explain in detail the solutions adopted.
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The final product of this project was intended to be used by the general public. For this reason, the selection of an
adequate physical interface was a fundamental issue during its design.

During our comparison of the options available on the market for the implementation of immersive systems we
considered two types of systems: those based on +0'�and those based on immersive stereoscopic projection, as is the
case of &$9([5][6]. Finally, we found one product which was clearly outstanding from the rest in relation to the
characteristics we needed for our system: 9LUWXDO�5HVHDUFK�,QF�:LQGRZ95 [12].



This interface, shown in figure 1, consists of a flat tactile screen which hangs from a supporting structure, enabling total
freedom of movement (in the area in which the viewer is situated). The supporting cable and the data cables are held by
a system of pulleys which allows the screen to be pulled up or down. The screen is counterweighted, so the user can
move the screen without any effort. The user holds the screen by two joysticks, on either side. The different buttons on
the joysticks allow for various actions.

Figure 1. WindowVR

The screen can be used with different tracking systems with 3 or 6 degrees of freedom to obtain its orientation and,
optionally, its position. As in our application we only needed the orientation of the screen, 3 degrees of freedom was
enough. In the prototype built, the $VFHQVLRQ�7HFKQRORJ\�&RUSRUDWLRQ��'ELUG system was used.

The :LQGRZ95� system offered an interface which was sufficiently attractive and highly intuitive to the user and
provided an acceptable sensation of immersion without the uncomfortableness of the +0'�nor the high cost and other
limits of &$9(�like systems.
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It is impossible for a video camera with normal optics to film panoramic video with a 360º horizontal field of view.
Various possibilities were considered, based on the use of one or multiple cameras with special optics fitted.
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This approach is based on the use of one camera to film the whole scene. This is accomplished by fitting an adequate
optics system, formed by a combination of lenses and/or mirrors, to its object lens [1][9].

There are some of these systems on the market, usually rather expensive, which can be fitted onto a video camera and
which offer a 360º horizontal angle of view. These systems are usually based on a convex mirror which projects all the
surroundings towards the camera lens. The image is filmed by the video camera forming a ring in the centre of the frame
which contains the projection of the panoramic scene.

Another option is to use a “fish-eye” lens. However, this type of lens provides a much narrower field of view than a
system of mirrors.

The main problem of all these possibilities is that video cameras have a limited resolution. To this we must add the fact
that, in many cases, of the amount of resolution the camera offers, a great part is lost by the shape of the projection. In
consequence, we find there is very poor detail in the panoramic video, completely unsatisfactory to accomplish our
goals, which forced us to consider the following approach.
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The requirement of a higher resolution made it necessary to use a multiple-video camera system to obtain the panoramic
images.

We designed and assembled a mechanic supporting system for the cameras. The prototype we built consisted of ten
digital mini video cameras fitted onto an aluminium framework which enabled the cameras to be placed in a vertical or
horizontal position, depending on whether the need was to cover a wider vertical angle of view or to obtain a larger
overlapping area between the cameras.

One of the characteristics required in the recording system was its need to be portable. For this reason it was completely
detachable and its pieces fitted into a small case. Moreover, the pieces were made as light as possible. For the application
developed in the prototype, panoramic videos were filmed in the nine European Culture Cities of the year 2000. The
whole recording system was transported by aeroplane as hand luggage.

The multiple-camera system has a serious disadvantage in comparison to the one-camera system, which is the artefacts
that appear in the panorama when the centre of projection of all the cameras is not the same one, due to a parallax error.
However, this problem can be obviated when filming large areas, as this error is not appreciable from a certain distance.
In the application developed, the result of the exterior panoramic videos filmed was excellent.

Finally, it is important to point out an aspect which affects both approaches in a very different way: in the one-camera
system, the wide light intensity range produced by extreme lighting conditions will generate areas which are under or
over exposed in the final panorama. This is because the intensity range the camera can capture is not enough to represent
the whole intensity range actually present in the real scene. It is specially important to consider this when filming
outdoor scenes, where sunlight can become a serious problem.

This difficulty is overcome in the multiple-camera system, but not without a considerable effort. By using various
cameras we increase the “dynamic range” available for the scene by adapting the exposure settings to the lighting
conditions in each direction. However, this also introduces big differences of colour between the various images that will
make up the scene. Therefore we must introduce a new stage in the process of panoramic video generation: colour
correction. In certain scenes with extremely uniform lighting conditions there is little contrast and the use of a one-
camera system has the advantage of avoiding this correction stage, but this is not usually the case.
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Figure 2. Construction of a panoramic video
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The process of panoramic video creation has different stages, which are illustrated in figure 2. Different tools were used
for each of these stages. While some required a series of manual processes, others were completely automated, for which
we looked for tools with a command-line interface for scripting.

�������)LHOG�ZRUN��'DWD�DFTXLVLWLRQ
Data acquisition took place using the multiple video camera system described in the previous section. Each of the ten
cameras used were rolled 90º to cover a wider angle of view and increase the vertical resolution of the panorama.
Moreover, we used wide angle adapters attached to the camera lenses to cover a larger area and increase overlapping
between cameras, which was very useful during the latter assembly of the panoramic frames.

Due to the fact that different video cameras take slightly different time to start recording once they are activated, in order
to locate the same instant of time in every camera time code, we used an intense, short sound as a reference to later on
unify these time codes in the lab. A short whistle or loud clap was enough for this purpose.

The whole recording system can be mounted in less than five minutes (figure 3).

Figure 3. Multiple-camera system in action and dismantled
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The resulting video tapes from the field work are passed on a VCR to obtain their time codes. The exact instant the
reference sound can be heard is located on each one of them, unifying the time codes of all the cameras.

Once the time codes are unified, we proceed with the digitalization of the movie segments corresponding to the same
instant on the different tapes. These segments are exported as independent frames to a graphic format suitable for the
following stages. The use of compression with loss of data in this phase is optional and will depend on the image quality
requirements of the final video and of the available disk space.

For this stage we used a DVCam VCR and a non linear video editing system which allowed us to manage the
recordings’ time codes in a comfortable and efficient way.
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Once the frames have been exported, colour is corrected by applying a series of previously calculated adjustments,
which vary for each camera. These adjustments mainly affect the image histogram (figure 4).

The adjustments are calculated by comparing the set of images from all the cameras that correspond to the same instant,
(one image from each camera, which together form the panorama). Afterwards, the adjustment for each camera is
automatically applied to all of the frames in its corresponding video.



For this stage we used Adobe Photoshop® for its scripting and batch processing capabilities.

Figure 4. Panorama before and after color correction
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The fundamental process for the generation of the panoramic images is known as “stitching”. This process assembles the
corresponding frames of each camera to create a 360º panoramic frame of the scene which has been recorded.

There are many products on the market for accomplishing this task, with a wide variety of characteristics, features and
prices. However, one handicap found in nearly all those analysed was the lack of batch processing ability.

The only stitching system that presented this possibility thanks to its command-line interface was 376WLWFKHU. This
program is a part of Helmut Dersch’s 3DQRUDPD�7RROV software [7], free software distributed under GNU’s General
Public License and available for various platforms (Windows, Mac, Linux).

Script writing for 376WLWFKHU is a laborious work which needs progressive adjustments. However, once completed for
one camera mounting, the script is valid (with minimum adjustments to compensate any deviation during the mounting)
for all panoramic videos recorded with the same camera mounting.

Stitching was one of the most time consuming stages in the process of panoramic video generation. As the process is
completely independent for each of the panoramic frames, computing is possible in parallel, for which we used a cluster
of PCs. We balanced the load of the whole system, distributing the panoramas to be generated between the different
computers in relation to each machine’s computing power.
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The resolution of the panoramic images obtained from the cameras is very high (over 4000 pixels wide). In practice, it is
not possible to work with a video of this size with an adequate performance. This forced us to design a more elaborated
system for panoramic video management.

Although the global resolution of the panoramic image is indeed very high, all this resolution will never be seen at one
time on the screen. The system will offer a variable field of view, but always inside a limit resembling human vision. So
we can assert that, for each instant, there is a huge amount of information in the panoramic image that is totally
unnecessary.

To avoid this, panoramas are fragmented. During the project we experimented with various sizes of fragments and found
that, for the size of panoramas used (4096 pixels), the optimum configuration was 32 vertical fragments 128 pixels wide
each.

It is recommendable not to use compression with data loss during this process of fragmentation, to avoid the
accumulation of errors and the appearance of differences in the joints between the fragments.



Custom-made tools were developed to achieve fast processing of large amounts of data during the fragmentation
process. These tools use 6*,�,PDJH9LVLRQ�/LEUDU\�for image handling and graphic format management.
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Once the fragments of each panorama frame have been generated, they are combined in as many videos as there are
fragments in a panorama. The fragments are scaled vertically, to the desired size (always power of two). Also a filter to
soften the video can be applied in this stage.

For the video generation we used tools from the 6*,�'LJLWDO�0HGLD�/LEUDU\, which offer all the necessary functions as
well as a command-line interface which enables batch processing for all the fragments by the use of various scripts.
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Finally we compress the generated videofragments, which will drastically reduce the storage space the panoramic video
needs and improve access speed to disk. Depending on the format used, it is interesting to have hardware decoders in the
computer in which visualization will take place.

This process can occur simultaneously with the previous stage. However, we present it in an independent phase because
it was very useful to dispose of the videos with their maximum quality (without compression) during the project
development, to be able to test different algorithms and compression systems.

In this stage we used tools from the 6*,�'LJLWDO�0HGLD�/LEUDU\ as well as other commercial software packages for video
edition.
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In this project we developed a generic visualizer which works both with panoramic photographs and videos, uses
cylindrical, spherical or cubic projection indistinctly and includes tracking support. It also supports links to navigate
between different panoramas. The visualizer uses the whole screen with a true colour resolution of 1280x1024 pixels and
can present tactile menus overlaid on the panoramas or independent from these.

It allows input through tactile screen, mouse, keyboard, joysticks and different tracking devices. It accesses data using
different graphic and video formats. The general architecture of the system is shown in figure 7.

The visualizer uses a three degrees of freedom tracking system and allows for the use of popular tracking hardware like)ORFN�RI�%LUGV and �'ELUG from $VFHQVLRQ�7HFKQRORJ\�&RUSRUDWLRQ and ,QWHU7UD[�from ,QWHUVHQVH. The architecture of
the system allows to add control for new devices in a transparent way.
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This virtual tourism application gives the user the opportunity to visit the nine European Cultural Cities of the year 2000,
by touring through photographs of their most emblematic sites. The application is highly intuitive and user-friendly. Its
initial main screen displays a map of Europe with the nine cities represented and an informative message asking the user
to touch the place he or she wants to visit (figure 5, left).

All cities present a similar interface (figure 5, right) that allows the user to select the sites he or she wants to visit. It
includes a map of the city center (area containing the sites reproduced by panoramas), a menu listing the available places
for visiting, a window displaying a descriptive photograph of the selected site and buttons to either enter the site or
return to the Europe map to visit another cities.



The user can select the site to be visited by pressing on its name, either in the list or directly on the map. A photograph of
the selected place appears in the bottom window and the “ENTER” button begins to blink. The user can continue to select
other sites to browse through their respective identifying photographs, or visit the already selected place by either
pressing the “ENTER” button or the photograph. If the user remains inactive for five seconds, the system automatically
enters in the panorama of the selected site.

Inside the panoramic visualization there is a small interface (figure 6). A top bar displays the name of the city and the
site being visited. A bottom bar contains two buttons, the right one to return to the city menu and the left one to hide the
navigation interface, allowing for full screen view of the panorama, (only this button remains on screen for recovering
the interface). Between the two buttons there is a semitransparent pointer that lights up when the user is facing towards
another available panoramic site, indicating the possibility of traveling directly to it. The name of the target site shows
up under the arrow. The user needs only to press on the tactile screen to move on to this new point.

When a video camera icon shows up over the “hide/display navigation interface” button, this indicates that, apart from
the photograph panorama of the site, a video panorama is also available. Visualization starts by pressing on the icon.

Figure 5. Europe and city menu.

Figure 6. Panorama visualization with and without the navigation interface.
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Many panorama visualization systems are based on real-time image processing techniques [4][8][10] to assure
compatibility with any low-end computer. This aspect usually limits the system to cylindrical panoramas of restricted
quality.

Graphic cards actually available at a reasonable price present such characteristics and performance in tasks as geometry
management and texture mapping, that we decided to change the traditional design of the 2D panorama visualization
system.
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Figure 7. Visualization System Architecture

It no longer made any sense to process images using the CPU and main memory only to subsequently turn the result over
to the video memory. It is much more efficient to work with the panorama as a texture applied to a 3D geometry
corresponding to the type of projection the panorama was generated with. This way we obtain many advantages, as we
next explain.

In the first place, by using a standard $3,, as is the case of 2SHQ*/, the high performance of the 3D acceleration
features of new graphic adaptors for personal computers can be used. This not only increases the efficiency of the
visualization operations but also prepares the system to be capable of using the improvements in new generations of
graphic hardware.

Working with the panorama as a texture mapped to a geometry allows the system to work instantaneously with any type
of projection, whether cylindrical, spherical, cubic, etc.

Traditional systems are too expensive to offer a good quality of image, specially when we vary the field of view to zoom
in or out of certain areas of the panorama. To keep a good quality of image it is necessary to use level of detail
management and interpolation techniques. Graphic hardware solves these aspects instantly and is much more efficient
than using the &38. By using the graphic $3, we can indicate different types of interpolation when assigning textures to
a geometry, obtaining an excellent visual result.

However, to avoid problems related to the texture size used, which must not surpass the graphic system memory, we
used the new feature of some systems that support hardware texture decompression. This dramatically multiplies the
available texture memory at the expense of a very small loss of quality.

Video playback rests on the basis earlier described, with a few additions. The video is visualized through the
videofragments mentioned in the previous section. Continuously, the system calculates the fragments that enter the
screen and retrieves them to form the corresponding frame of each instant. The part of the texture (or textures) that
correspond to the fragments being visualized are actualized with the adequate information, without worrying about the
rest of the texture (which will not be visible in that moment). This way we only handle the information that is present on
screen at each moment, which considerably reduces the system’s load and enables a good enough refresh frequency for
an interactive system.

Because we cannot predict the users actions, we cannot know beforehand which fragments will be visualized, when and
in which order, so all videos must be easily reached in a direct way and at all times. It is of vital importance that the
video decoder is able to reach any of the recording’s frames in a direct, immediate way, without the need of passing
through previous ones. This limits the video compression systems that can be used on the fragments.
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The prototype developed in this project is actually forming part of a permanent exhibition in Santiago de Compostela. In
this exhibition there are nine stations available, which reproduce environments from the nine European Culture Cities of
year 2000 (figure 8). Each City is represented by various panoramas (photograph and video), linked to each other and to
a tactile interface with a map of the city where the panoramas are located.

In June 2000 an initial version of the application was exposed during the Week of Galicia in the Spanish Pavillion of the
World Exposition (EXPO2000) in Hannover showing different places in Santiago de Compostela (figure 9).

Figure 8. “Galicia Dixital” Exhibition in Santiago de Compostela (Spain)

Figure 9. The World Exposition (EXPO2000, Hannover)
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This application demonstrates that it is possible to visualize a panoramic video with a 360º field of view on an
inexpensive system and with an acceptable performance.

The state of the art of graphic systems on personal computers allows us to change the approach to certain problems that
can be solved in a competent and cost efficient way using the available graphic performance of new hardware. The
preceding panoramic visualization systems use 2D image processing techniques to project the panoramas in the
corresponding geometry (usually cylindrical). The actual trends are to leave these tasks to the 3D graphic subsystem,
thus obtaining more efficiency and liberating the CPU for other tasks.

When testing the application with people who did not know about the project and were very little familiarized with the
technology, the visualization device was handled with total success. The application’s interface has been revised various
times following the opinions of the test-users and :LQGRZ95 demonstrated to be a much more attractive interface than
others like the +0'. In conclusion, we can say that the device fitted perfectly in an application of the described



characteristics. The screen really becomes a window to another dimension. When the user takes hold of the screen and
begins to move it, a surprised smile usually appears on his or her face.
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The work accomplished in this project establishes the basis for a new technology which will undoubtedly progress
rapidly in very few years time. As with all initial prototypes, it admits many improvements and additions.

Starting with the possible improvements of the actual system, work could be done to increase the automation of the
video generation processes and to improve the mechanic system. Work could also be done to optimize the calculations
made, which have a a high computational cost. All these improvements are focused on ameliorating two aspects: the
quality of the panoramic videos and the time needed for their creation.

Finally, research can be done in the extension of the system to include stereography and use of multiresolution video and
we also suggest the use of the audio channels of the video recordings obtained during the field work to combine them
into spatialized sound, giving the user a more immersive feeling.
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